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IntroduCtIon
The purpose of this booklet is four-fold :

1.     To present everyone with an appreciation of the diversity of our local bushland 
environment.

2.     To encourage those interested in exploring bushland to take their camera with them.

3.     To record then share an appreciation of their “discoveries” using the art of digital 
photography.

4.     To demonstrate some inspirational examples for those who are keen to search out 
some of the hidden wonders that exist in our local bushland areas.

Even if you do not fit any of the above categories, it is hoped that this booklet will 
encourage you to seriously consider becoming motivated by the material that is presented 
throughout this booklet.

The information is not about the virtues of, or the technical aspects of, the various types 
of cameras, but is more about demonstrating results when using any camera to capture 
memorable and notable bushland images. This can be done no matter what type of camera 
is used. 

Whilst many things in a bushland setting may appear to stay the same along favourite 
bush tracks, there will always be something new to notice with each subsequent bushwalk. 
Changes may be quite subtle depending on the season.

images contained in this booklet were taken by Lachlan Turner in a variety of hills district 
locations.

© Lachlan Turner

CAMErA And ACCESSorIES

dSLr IntErChAngEAbLE LEnS

Basic 
Bushland 
photography

digital compact point and 
shoot (dcps)

1. Wide angle (close-up)

Focal lengths
10 mm to 24 mm
15 mm to 28 mm

Focal lengths
18 mm to 55 mm
28 mm to 80 mm

Focal lengths
70 mm to 200 mm   

200 mm to 500 mm

2. standard (Mid-range) 3. Telephoto/Zoom (Long 
distance)

Monopod Tripod other accessories
camera bag

Filters
Extra battery

higher capacity  
Memory card

card readers for the 
computer

Most digital cameras have 
the ability to capture video

other devices that  
take photos.

smart phone (iphone) 
ipod and ipad

compact digital camera  
with interchangeable lens

Digital Single Lens Reflex 
camera  (dsLr)
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controlling your caMEra dEpth of fiEld

dEPth oF FIELd

There is always a dial that may 
resemble the one below that enables 
the user to set various functions. 
Many icons used are standard but not 
all cameras use the same symbol.

The dial (below) is generally fairly 
standard on dsLr cameras although 
it may be in a different location on 
different brands of camera. For 
beginners the Auto function is 
probably the best setting to use while 
learning.

depth of Field is a term that you need to know about in order to understand what effects it has 
on your photos. In general it is the interaction between the shutter, the size of the aperture and 
the iso setting of the camera which together produces the maximum region of the image in 
sharp focus.

No matter which camera you have there will be a variety of little buttons, maybe some switches 
as well as the multi function dial that allows you to toggle through the images on the camera as 
well as through the menu items. it may be useful to experiment with some of these to see what 
they do. avoid changing any settings in the menus until you are sure of what the changes will do.

raW Maximum no compression Highest quality

JPEG fine high res Low compression Poster sized enlargements

JpEg normal Medium res Medium compression general printing applications

JpEg basic Low res high compression suit emails & web pages

bASIC buShLAnd PhotogrAPhy

Many DCPS cameras do not have a viewfinder 
through which you look with one eye to frame your 
shot. Most have an Lcd screen which displays the 
image at which the camera lens is pointed.

The screen on the back also serves as a display for 
numerous menu items that allow for even more 
adjustments to be carried out which govern the 
camera’s performance.

On DSLR cameras, this screen displays many of the 
current settings, such as battery, shutter speed, 
aperture, focus range, number of images left on the 
memory card along with many other items.

When you can’t work something 
out, it is always best to consult the 
manual that came with your camera.

some lens have a dial which will indicate the general area that will be in focus according to 
which number the aperture has been set . 

When set to auTo your camera decides which is the best shutter speed and aperture to use at 
the time you take the photo.

The ISO setting is the digital equivalent of the former ASA and DIN standards applied to films 
and is the value of the light sensitivity of your camera’s sensor.
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lEt’s MaKE tracKsrulE of thirds

This is a convention that is followed by those who are passionate about their photography in an 
effort to produce an ideal image.

other terms such as  StruCturE,  bALAnCE,  ProPortIon,  CoMPoSItIon,  ForM  
bACKground,  LIghtIng,  all play a part in how your photo will be viewed by others as well as 
by yourself.

it is not always necessary to have the main subject of the image right in the centre of the frame.

it could be argued that applying all or any of these theoretical terms  
is more likely to be a  ruLE oF thuMb  in practice.

LandscapE

background 
(above Horizon) top one-third.

Midground 
(Below Horizon) Centre one-third.

Foreground 
(nearest the camera) Lower one-third.

FLoWEr porTraiT

This photo of a water lilly gets by because 
the image is fairly balanced and well 
proportioned in the frame.  

its most redeeming feature is its beautiful 
colour and form.

casuaL shoT

This orchid seemed to be worth a shot,  
but its location and its background does 
nothing for it.

a little more time framing the shot would 
have paid off.

good

FAIr

Poor

now is now a good time 
to get out into the bush 

with your camera.

the best advice is to take  
your time, look at everything 

around you and have your 
camera ready.

on the following pages  
there are some suggestions 
and examples that could be 
considered when out in the 

bush with your camera.
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BEyond thE tracK

There is always something new to be seen 
when walking along a bush track - you just 
have to look around to see what it is.

Let’s face it - some tracks can be somewhat 
ordinary - at first glance.

Features may not immediately strike the eye 
as being significant.

it is sometimes an advantage to stop for a 
while just to take in the surroundings. 

Many times a little searching is required to 
spot what it is that is different.

There can be an element of mystery where 
a winding track disappears beyond a thicker 
understorey.

lEt’s MaKE tracKs

take the time to look beyond 
the track. Look upwards, look 
to your left, look to your right 
and even look downwards. 

When you stop and be still, 
you see other things that 
move, and there is always the 
potential for a photo. 

It could end up being a memorable  
photo that nobody else has taken and 
your friends have not otherwise seen.  

In any event it will be a memory of  
your bushwalking adventures.
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floWErs: WidE ViEW - closE-up - Macro
here are some of the features of bushland that could be considered as worthy of a photograph.

Some of these subjects require a measure of vigilance and even patience if you are to 
capture them on your camera.

Massed wildflowers look most 
impressive when taken in a wide view.  
a wide view will often include the 
plant or bush on which the flowers 
bloom. Wide view can also include 
some of the background environment 
in which the plant is growing. Move 
around until you find the optimum 
position that will display the image at 
its best.

This flower was about 20 mm across.  
it was one in a group also taken as 
a close-up. sometimes you can be 
rewarded with a stroke of good fortune 
in having an insect, or a bee just sitting 
in the right spot. Making exposures 
using the Macro setting can be 
successful provided you have a  
steady hand, otherwise a tripod can  
be used, provided it is practicable.   
in most instances where insects are 
involved you may have to act quickly  
or miss out, as they usually don’t stay 
in the one spot for long.

What ElsE can you point a caMEra at

there may well 
be other bushland 
features that you 
may observe as 
you walk along.

floWErs

insEcts

rocKs

Birds

plants

fungi

aniMals

WatEr

As with a wide view, take the time 
to look at the specimen from every 
direction to enable you to get the 
best close-up angle for your shot. 
consider where the sun is and 
whether there are any shadows 
being cast across the subject. at 
times, getting directly over the 
top of some flowers can create a 
dramatic effect.
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fungus

insEcts

Keep an eye out in damp areas, under rocks and in places where there may be fallen trees or 
branches, that are in the process of decomposition.  The colours and forms of fungi will amaze 
you.  Don’t get too close with the camera.  It is better to zoom into the smaller varieties to 
ensure a good focus.

Not the easiest of subjects to capture in a photo, particularly if they have wings. You do need to 
be ready at a moment’s notice because they never stay in the same place for very long. Watch 
out for ants, both red and black, for they react to the vibrations of footsteps near their nests 
and have been known to jump about 100mm. 

Birds

smaller birds are not 
very co-operative. They 
do not stay in the one 

place for very long. The 
photographer needs 

to have quick reflexes 
in order to capture 

the bird’s sometimes 
ceaseless activity.

Most frequently the casual bushwalker may not observe many birds close by unless they are 
prepared to stand in a concealed position for quite a few minutes until the birds forget that you 
are there.

a telephoto lens is almost essential when capturing images of smaller birds that blend in with 
their environment. a tripod will usually ensure sharper images due to the camera being kept 
much steadier. The continuous shooting mode is very useful when birds are on the move.

When a bird is stationary, manual focus may be advisable as it is often the case that auto focus 
may lock onto the undergrowth around the bird, making the bird out of focus.

placEs 
to  

looK

damp and leafy areas 
attract butterflies and 
dragon flies. Where plants 
are in blossom there is 
sure to be butterflies  
and caterpillars.   
dry gravelly  
places will often  
reveal ants.
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rocK forMations
Most four legged creatures are naturally wary. but they will stay fairly stationary even if you 
keep moving slowly. Once again, a telephoto lens allows you to zoom in on a reptile. Even 
though it may be small in the frame you will have the time to get a good focus on it and the 
image will be clear enough to later crop away the surrounds in order to get a larger image.

The bushwalking photographer is given a lesson in natural camouflage when seeking out 
what it was that caused that sudden movement nearby. Trying to focus your eyes on the last 
spot of movement will often reveal any one of the examples above in their natural habitat. 
Focussing a camera onto such spots can be a challenge due to any twigs, grass or leaves that 
may be between the camera and the subject. standing in the one spot while moving hands 
and camera slowly while you change to manual focus will frequently prove successful.

One of the most engaging activities when bushwalking, particularly where there are 
rocks nearby to the tracks, is to take an imaginative look at any rock formations from 
a number of different directions then determine whether the rock has any photogenic 
characteristics. you may be surprised.

Take a few moments just to stand and study the texture and formations in the rock’s 
surfaces. it is possible to creatively imagine that a rock has a resemblance to some living 
or even imaginary object.

aniMals & rEptilEs

Juvenile Water dragon

goanna Eastern Water Skink

thE bLob roCK                       you nAME It roCK               turtLE roCK

Mature Water dragon

blue tongued Lizard

green tree Snake
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WatEr
There are numerous plants that present an interesting, sometimes dramatic architectural 
appearance in the bush landscape.  Keep an eye out for them as they often portray an 
outstanding visual difference when compared to their surrounding bushland.

On the odd occasion it is possible to observe a number of plants that fit into this category all 
growing together in the one location.

othEr Bushland plants
Still water can offer excellent reflections. Clouds in a blue sky, reflected in a still pool amongst 
trees, offer a very pleasant water subject. When approaching a pond or pool, do so quietly as 
there may well be a water bird along the fringes. Be aware of expanses of water framed by trees, 
or water running over rocks. These can produce some of your most memorable images.

once again study the aspect before you shoot. running and falling water offer some of the best 
opportunities for capturing a creative image. because water is such a common medium along 
some bushland tracks, it is quite often overlooked. 

once again be still for a while and keep an eye out for ripples as it will most likely reveal a bird or 
water dragon.
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The following website is a useful resource in learning more about photography.

http://www.digital-photography-school.com/

you can subscribe to a free weekly email newsletter in which there are all manner of 
photographic tips, suggestions, advice and tutorials written by experienced photographers 
which are suitable for all levels of beginners as well as the more serious enthusiast and 
accomplished photographer.

furthEr lEarning

Free Guided Bushwalks are frequently organised by the Hills Shire Council.  
consult council Website www.thehills.nsw.gov.au/environment.html# or  

for details contact Council on 9843 0555.
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8) SULPHUR
     CRESTED ......
12) ......WREN
13) GREY .......
15) INDIAN .......
18) KING .......
19) ....... SWALLOW
21) PIED .......
22) ....... BIRD
23) INDIAN .......
24) NOISY .......

3a

1d

2d

6a

8a12a

22a5d

4d

18a

17d

7d

9d

10d

11d

14d

16d20d

2a

13a15a

19a

21a

23a

24a

BUSHLAND FLOWERS
2 3 5

8 10 12

9 Across = Mystery Flower

1 2 4

6 7 11

ACROSS

DOWN

2014

20

WHAT BIRD IS THAT ?
Down

1) YELLOW TAILED 
    ....... COCKATOO
2) BLACK FACED
    CUCKOO .......
4) FANTAILED .......
5) SPOTTED .......
7) LAUGHING JACKASS
9) RAINBOW .......
10) CRIMSON .......
11) PIED ....... BIRD
14) WHITE THROATED......
16) EASTERN ....... ROBIN
17) SILVER .......
20) POWERFUL .......

Across

2) EASTERN .......
3) RED BROWED ....... 
6) WILLY .......
8) SULPHUR
     CRESTED ......
12) ......WREN
13) GREY .......
15) INDIAN .......
18) KING .......
19) ....... SWALLOW
21) PIED .......
22) ....... BIRD
23) INDIAN .......
24) NOISY .......

3a

1d

2d

6a

8a12a

22a5d

4d

18a

17d

7d

9d

10d

11d

14d

16d20d

2a

13a15a

19a

21a

23a

24a

BUSHLAND FLOWERS
2 3 5

8 10 12

9 Across = Mystery Flower

1 2 4

6 7 11

ACROSS

DOWN

2014

20

WHAT BIRD IS THAT ?
Down

1) YELLOW TAILED 
    ....... COCKATOO
2) BLACK FACED
    CUCKOO .......
4) FANTAILED .......
5) SPOTTED .......
7) LAUGHING JACKASS
9) RAINBOW .......
10) CRIMSON .......
11) PIED ....... BIRD
14) WHITE THROATED......
16) EASTERN ....... ROBIN
17) SILVER .......
20) POWERFUL .......

Across

2) EASTERN .......
3) RED BROWED ....... 
6) WILLY .......
8) SULPHUR
     CRESTED ......
12) ......WREN
13) GREY .......
15) INDIAN .......
18) KING .......
19) ....... SWALLOW
21) PIED .......
22) ....... BIRD
23) INDIAN .......
24) NOISY .......

3a

1d

2d

6a

8a12a

22a5d

4d

18a

17d

7d

9d

10d

11d

14d

16d20d

2a

13a15a

19a

21a

23a

24a

BUSHLAND FLOWERS
2 3 5

8 10 12

9 Across = Mystery Flower

1 2 4

6 7 11

ACROSS

DOWN

2014

20

WHAT BIRD IS THAT ?
Down

1) YELLOW TAILED 
    ....... COCKATOO
2) BLACK FACED
    CUCKOO .......
4) FANTAILED .......
5) SPOTTED .......
7) LAUGHING JACKASS
9) RAINBOW .......
10) CRIMSON .......
11) PIED ....... BIRD
14) WHITE THROATED......
16) EASTERN ....... ROBIN
17) SILVER .......
20) POWERFUL .......

Across

2) EASTERN .......
3) RED BROWED ....... 
6) WILLY .......
8) SULPHUR
     CRESTED ......
12) ......WREN
13) GREY .......
15) INDIAN .......
18) KING .......
19) ....... SWALLOW
21) PIED .......
22) ....... BIRD
23) INDIAN .......
24) NOISY .......

3a

1d

2d

6a

8a12a

22a5d

4d

18a

17d

7d

9d

10d

11d

14d

16d20d

2a

13a15a

19a

21a

23a

24a

BUSHLAND FLOWERS
2 3 5

8 10 12

9 Across = Mystery Flower

1 2 4

6 7 11

ACROSS

DOWN

2014

20

WHAT BIRD IS THAT ?
Down

1) YELLOW TAILED 
    ....... COCKATOO
2) BLACK FACED
    CUCKOO .......
4) FANTAILED .......
5) SPOTTED .......
7) LAUGHING JACKASS
9) RAINBOW .......
10) CRIMSON .......
11) PIED ....... BIRD
14) WHITE THROATED......
16) EASTERN ....... ROBIN
17) SILVER .......
20) POWERFUL .......

Across

2) EASTERN .......
3) RED BROWED ....... 
6) WILLY .......
8) SULPHUR
     CRESTED ......
12) ......WREN
13) GREY .......
15) INDIAN .......
18) KING .......
19) ....... SWALLOW
21) PIED .......
22) ....... BIRD
23) INDIAN .......
24) NOISY .......

3a

1d

2d

6a

8a12a

22a5d

4d

18a

17d

7d

9d

10d

11d

14d

16d20d

2a

13a15a

19a

21a

23a

24a

BUSHLAND FLOWERS
2 3 5

8 10 12

9 Across = Mystery Flower

1 2 4

6 7 11

ACROSS

DOWN

2014

20

WHAT BIRD IS THAT ?
Down

1) YELLOW TAILED 
    ....... COCKATOO
2) BLACK FACED
    CUCKOO .......
4) FANTAILED .......
5) SPOTTED .......
7) LAUGHING JACKASS
9) RAINBOW .......
10) CRIMSON .......
11) PIED ....... BIRD
14) WHITE THROATED......
16) EASTERN ....... ROBIN
17) SILVER .......
20) POWERFUL .......

Across

2) EASTERN .......
3) RED BROWED ....... 
6) WILLY .......
8) SULPHUR
     CRESTED ......
12) ......WREN
13) GREY .......
15) INDIAN .......
18) KING .......
19) ....... SWALLOW
21) PIED .......
22) ....... BIRD
23) INDIAN .......
24) NOISY .......

3a

1d

2d

6a

8a12a

22a5d

4d

18a

17d

7d

9d

10d

11d

14d

16d20d

2a

13a15a

19a

21a

23a

24a

(answers on page 23)
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ACroSS  

2) Eastern ..................
3) red browed ..........
6) Willy ........................
8)  sulphur crested 

..................................
12) ....................... Wren
13) grey ........................

15) indian ..............
18) King .................
19) .......... swallow
21) pied .................
22) ................. bird
23) indian .............
24) noisy ..............

doWn   

1)  yellow tailed 
.............. cockatoo

2)  black faced 
cuckoo ..................

4) Fantailed ...............
5) spotted .................
7)  Laughing jackass

9) rainbow ............
10) crimson ............
11) pied ........... bird
14)  White 

throated.............
16)  Eastern .............. 

robin
17) silver ...................
20) powerful .............

What Bird is that?

BUSHLAND FLOWERS
2 3 5

8 10 12

9 Across = Mystery Flower

1 2 4

6 7 11

ACROSS

DOWN

2014

20

WHAT BIRD IS THAT ?
Down

1) YELLOW TAILED 
    ....... COCKATOO
2) BLACK FACED
    CUCKOO .......
4) FANTAILED .......
5) SPOTTED .......
7) LAUGHING JACKASS
9) RAINBOW .......
10) CRIMSON .......
11) PIED ....... BIRD
14) WHITE THROATED......
16) EASTERN ....... ROBIN
17) SILVER .......
20) POWERFUL .......

Across

2) EASTERN .......
3) RED BROWED ....... 
6) WILLY .......
8) SULPHUR
     CRESTED ......
12) ......WREN
13) GREY .......
15) INDIAN .......
18) KING .......
19) ....... SWALLOW
21) PIED .......
22) ....... BIRD
23) INDIAN .......
24) NOISY .......

3a

1d

2d

6a

8a12a

22a5d

4d

18a

17d

7d

9d

10d

11d

14d

16d20d

2a

13a15a

19a

21a

23a

24a

things to sEE in Bushland

FInd thESE WordS  

21

Some words will appear as being 
read upwards from the bottom.

Some words will appear as being 
read backwards from the right.

FIND THESE 
WORDS

ANIMALS
BARK

BIRDS
BUTTERFLIES

CANOPY
COLOURS
FLOWERS

FROGS
FUNGI

INSECTS
LEAVES

LIZARDS
MOTHS
NESTS

ORCHIDS
PATTERNS

PLANTS
REFLECTIONS

ROCKS
SHADOWS

SNAKES
TRACK
TREES
WATER
WEEDS

THINGS TO SEE IN BUSHLAND

PHOTOGRAPHY
Across

2) CLOSE UP DETAIL
4) CAMERA STABILITY
5) WHERE TO FIND HELP
9) CAPTURES MORE DETAIL
11) SINGLE LENS ... CAMERA
14) REMOVE BEFORE SHOOTING
15) OPENS  CLOSES QUICKLY
16) BALANCED PROPORTIONS
17) IMAGE FILE TYPE

Down

1) POINT AND SHOOT
3) CAMERA DOES IT ALL
6) TYPE OF SCREEN
7) LOOK THROUGH
8) CONTROLS THE LIGHT  INPUT
10) CLEAR SHARP IMAGE
12) INCLUDES BACKGROUND
13) BRINGS DISTANCE CLOSER

Some words will appear as being 
read upwards from the bottom.

Some words will appear as being 
read backwards from the right.

FIND THESE 
WORDS

ANIMALS
BARK

BIRDS
BUTTERFLIES

CANOPY
COLOURS
FLOWERS

FROGS
FUNGI

INSECTS
LEAVES

LIZARDS
MOTHS
NESTS

ORCHIDS
PATTERNS

PLANTS
REFLECTIONS

ROCKS
SHADOWS

SNAKES
TRACK
TREES
WATER
WEEDS

2014

aniMaLs

barK

birds

buTTErFLiEs

canopy

coLours

FLoWErs

Frogs

Fungi

insEcTs

LEaVEs

LiZards

MoThs

nEsTs

orchids

paTTErns

pLanTs

rEFLEcTions

rocKs

shadoWs

snaKEs

TracK

TrEEs

WaTEr

WEEds

some words will appear as being read upwards from the bottom.
some words will appear as being read backwards from the right.
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photography

21

Some words will appear as being 
read upwards from the bottom.

Some words will appear as being 
read backwards from the right.

FIND THESE 
WORDS

ANIMALS
BARK

BIRDS
BUTTERFLIES

CANOPY
COLOURS
FLOWERS

FROGS
FUNGI

INSECTS
LEAVES

LIZARDS
MOTHS
NESTS

ORCHIDS
PATTERNS

PLANTS
REFLECTIONS

ROCKS
SHADOWS

SNAKES
TRACK
TREES
WATER
WEEDS

THINGS TO SEE IN BUSHLAND

PHOTOGRAPHY
Across

2) CLOSE UP DETAIL
4) CAMERA STABILITY
5) WHERE TO FIND HELP
9) CAPTURES MORE DETAIL
11) SINGLE LENS ... CAMERA
14) REMOVE BEFORE SHOOTING
15) OPENS  CLOSES QUICKLY
16) BALANCED PROPORTIONS
17) IMAGE FILE TYPE

Down

1) POINT AND SHOOT
3) CAMERA DOES IT ALL
6) TYPE OF SCREEN
7) LOOK THROUGH
8) CONTROLS THE LIGHT  INPUT
10) CLEAR SHARP IMAGE
12) INCLUDES BACKGROUND
13) BRINGS DISTANCE CLOSER

Some words will appear as being 
read upwards from the bottom.

Some words will appear as being 
read backwards from the right.

FIND THESE 
WORDS

ANIMALS
BARK

BIRDS
BUTTERFLIES

CANOPY
COLOURS
FLOWERS

FROGS
FUNGI

INSECTS
LEAVES

LIZARDS
MOTHS
NESTS

ORCHIDS
PATTERNS

PLANTS
REFLECTIONS

ROCKS
SHADOWS

SNAKES
TRACK
TREES
WATER
WEEDS

2014

ACroSS  

2)  close up detail
4)  camera stability
5)  Where to find help
9)  captures more detail
11)  single lens ... camera
14)  remove before shooting
15)  Opens closes quickly
16)  balanced proportions
17)  Image file type

doWn  

1)  point and shoot
3) camera does it all
6) Type of screen
7) Look through
8) controls the light input
10) clear sharp image
12) includes background
13) brings distance closer

ansWErs

PhotogrAPhy

WhAt bIrd IS thAt?

thIngS to SEE In buShLAnd

buShLAnd FLoWErS

PHOTOGRAPHY

THINGS TO SEE IN BUSHLAND

WHAT BIRD IS THAT ?

BUSHLAND FLOWERS

SOLUTIONS

201422

PHOTOGRAPHY

THINGS TO SEE IN BUSHLAND

WHAT BIRD IS THAT ?

BUSHLAND FLOWERS

SOLUTIONS

201422

PHOTOGRAPHY

THINGS TO SEE IN BUSHLAND

WHAT BIRD IS THAT ?

BUSHLAND FLOWERS

SOLUTIONS

201422

PHOTOGRAPHY

THINGS TO SEE IN BUSHLAND

WHAT BIRD IS THAT ?

BUSHLAND FLOWERS

SOLUTIONS

201422
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BEforE going on a BushWalK WhEn out on a BushWalK
From the list of words below, select the word that is most suitable to fill in the blank spaces 
of each sentence. Each sentence will make sense when you are finished.

From the list of words below, select the word that is most suitable to fill in the blank spaces 
of each sentence. Each sentence will make sense when you are finished.

FootWEAr
hEAdWArE

LIStEn
SoMEonE
EvEryonE
hAndbAg

SunSCrEEn 
SungLASSES

quIEtLy
EAt

FootPrInt
hAt

EArthquAKE
drInK

CAMErA
Food

EMErgEnCy
bACKPACK 

PhotoS 
quICKLy 
rubbISh

buShLAnd 
StonES 

FLoodEd
CArEFuL 

IntErFErE 
InSECtS

WALKErS 
PICK 

LEAvES 
roCKS
CrEEKS 

StEEP 
bErrIES 
trEES

WAndEr 
CroSSIngS 

nEStS 
FLoWErS

trACK 
IMPASSAbLE 

CoLourS 
brAnChES

CorrECt SoLutIonS
1. always let someone know where you are going and how long you expect to be away.
2. always wear appropriate covered footwear suitable for rough areas.
3. always consider wearing a hat and applying sunscreen even on cloudy days.
4. Take a drink and something to eat with you.
5. Take a backpack or bumbag to keep your hands free while walking.
6. Take your mobile phone with you in case there is an emergency.
7. Take a camera to record anything unusual that would make a good photo.
8. occasionally pause and listen to the sounds of your surroundings.
9. Moving quietly along bushland tracks lessens the disturbance for local wildlife.
10. Leave nothing but footprints and take nothing but photos and memories.

CorrECt SoLutIonS
1.  Enjoy your walk and the changing bushland surroundings.
2.  Look beyond the track, upwards and downwards, left and right, as this can reveal surprises.
3.  do not wander off the visible track into the bush.
4.  some tracks may cross creeks or pass through other wet areas.
5.  some creek crossings may have slippery stepping stones - proceed with caution.
6.  some tracks may become impassable after rain due to them being flooded.
7.  some tracks have steep and rough sections that require careful negotiation.
8.  do not pick any wildflowers or berries that you see growing.
9.  do not interfere with any birds, nests, animals or insects that you may see.
10.  say hello to other walkers that you meet.

1. always let ……….…….…. know where you are going and how long you expect to be away.

2. always wear appropriate covered ……….…….…. suitable for rough areas.

3. always consider wearing a ……….…….…. and applying ……….…….…. even on cloudy days.

4. Take a ……….…….…. and something to ……….…….…. with you.

5. Take a ……….…….…. or bumbag to keep your hands free while walking.

6. Take your mobile phone with you in case there is an ……….…….…. 

7. Take a ……….…….…. to record anything unusual that would make a good photo.

8. occasionally pause and ……….…….…. to the sounds of your surroundings.

9. Moving ……….…….…. along bushland tracks lessens the disturbance for local wildlife.

10. Leave nothing but ……….…….…. and take nothing but ……….…….…. and memories.

1. Enjoy your walk and the changing  ……….…….…. surroundings.

2.  Look beyond the  ……….…….…., upwards and downwards, left and right, as this can  

reveal surprises.

3. do not  ……….…….…. off the visible track into the bush.

4. some tracks may cross  ……….…….…. or pass through other wet areas.

5. some creek  ……….…….…. may have slippery stepping  ……….…….…. - proceed with caution.

6. some tracks may become  ……….…….…. after rain due to them being  ……….…….….

7. some tracks have  ……….…….…. and rough sections that require  ……….…….…. negotiation.

8. do not  ……….…….…. any wildflowers or  ……….…….…. that you see growing.

9. do not  ……….…….…. with any birds,  ……….…….…. , animals or ……….…….…. that you may see.

10. say hello to other ……….…….…. that you meet.

WordS WordS

BEFORE GOING ON A BUSHWALK

From the list of words below, select the word that is most suitable to fill in the 
blank spaces of each sentence   Each sentence will make sense when you are finished.

1.  Always let ……. know where you are going and how long you expect to be away.
2.  Always wear appropriate covered …….. suitable for rough areas.
3.  Always consider wearing a ... and applying ……… even on cloudy days.
4.  Take a ….. and something to … with you.
5.  Take a …….. or bumbag to keep your hands free while walking.
6.  Take your mobile phone with you in case there is an ………
7.  Take a …… to record anything unusual that would make a good photo.
8.  Occasionally pause and …… to the sounds of your surroundings.
9.  Moving …… along bushland tracks lessens the disturbance for local wildlife.
10. Leave nothing but ……… and take nothing but …… and memories.

WORDS

footwear  headware  listen
someone  everyone  handbag
sunscreen  sunglasses  quietly

eat  footprint  hat  earthquake
drink  camera  food  emergency 

backpack  photos  quickly  rubbish

CORRECT SOLUTIONS

 1.  Always let someone know where you are going and how long you expect to be away.
 2.  Always wear appropriate covered footwear suitable for rough areas.
 3.  Always consider wearing a hat and applying sunscreen even on cloudy days.
 4.  Take a drink and something to eat with you.
 5.  Take a backpack or bumbag to keep your hands free while walking.
 6.  Take your mobile phone with you in case there is an emergency.
 7.  Take a camera to record anything unusual that would make a good photo.
 8.  Occasionally pause and listen to the sounds of your surroundings.
 9.  Moving quietly along bushland tracks lessens the disturbance for local wildlife.
 10. Leave nothing but footprints and take nothing but photos and memories.

WHEN OUT ON A BUSHWALK
From the list of words below, select the word that is most suitable to fill in the 
blank spaces of each sentence   Each sentence will make sense when you are finished.

1.  Enjoy your walk and the changing …….. surroundings.
2.   Look beyond the ....., upwards and downwards, left and right, as this can reveal surprises.
3.  Do not …... off the visible track into the bush.
4.  Some tracks may cross …... or pass through other wet areas.
5.  Some creek ……… may have slippery stepping …… - proceed with caution.
6.  Some tracks may become ………. after rain due to them being ……..
7.  Some tracks have ….. and rough sections that require ……. negotiation.
8.  Do not …. any wildflowers or ……. that you see growing.
9.  Do not ……… with any birds, ….., animals or ……. that you may see.
10. Say hello to other ……. that you meet.

WORDS

bushland  stones  flooded
careful  interfere  insects
walkers  pick  leaves  rocks
creeks  steep  berries  trees

wander  crossings  nests  flowers
track  impassable  colours  branches

CORRECT SOLUTIONS

 1.   Enjoy your walk and the changing bushland surroundings.
 2.   Look beyond the track, upwards and downwards, left and right, as this can reveal surprises.
 3.  Do not wander off the visible track into the bush.
 4.  Some tracks may cross creeks or pass through other wet areas.
 5.  Some creek crossings may have slippery stepping stones - proceed with caution.
 6.  Some tracks may become impassable after rain due to them being flooded.
 7.  Some tracks have steep and rough sections that require careful negotiation.
 8.  Do not pick any wildflowers or berries that you see growing.
 9.  Do not interfere with any birds, nests, animals or insects that you may see.
 10. Say hello to other walkers that you meet.

BEFORE GOING ON A BUSHWALK

From the list of words below, select the word that is most suitable to fill in the 
blank spaces of each sentence   Each sentence will make sense when you are finished.

1.  Always let ……. know where you are going and how long you expect to be away.
2.  Always wear appropriate covered …….. suitable for rough areas.
3.  Always consider wearing a ... and applying ……… even on cloudy days.
4.  Take a ….. and something to … with you.
5.  Take a …….. or bumbag to keep your hands free while walking.
6.  Take your mobile phone with you in case there is an ………
7.  Take a …… to record anything unusual that would make a good photo.
8.  Occasionally pause and …… to the sounds of your surroundings.
9.  Moving …… along bushland tracks lessens the disturbance for local wildlife.
10. Leave nothing but ……… and take nothing but …… and memories.

WORDS

footwear  headware  listen
someone  everyone  handbag
sunscreen  sunglasses  quietly

eat  footprint  hat  earthquake
drink  camera  food  emergency 

backpack  photos  quickly  rubbish

CORRECT SOLUTIONS

 1.  Always let someone know where you are going and how long you expect to be away.
 2.  Always wear appropriate covered footwear suitable for rough areas.
 3.  Always consider wearing a hat and applying sunscreen even on cloudy days.
 4.  Take a drink and something to eat with you.
 5.  Take a backpack or bumbag to keep your hands free while walking.
 6.  Take your mobile phone with you in case there is an emergency.
 7.  Take a camera to record anything unusual that would make a good photo.
 8.  Occasionally pause and listen to the sounds of your surroundings.
 9.  Moving quietly along bushland tracks lessens the disturbance for local wildlife.
 10. Leave nothing but footprints and take nothing but photos and memories.

WHEN OUT ON A BUSHWALK
From the list of words below, select the word that is most suitable to fill in the 
blank spaces of each sentence   Each sentence will make sense when you are finished.

1.  Enjoy your walk and the changing …….. surroundings.
2.   Look beyond the ....., upwards and downwards, left and right, as this can reveal surprises.
3.  Do not …... off the visible track into the bush.
4.  Some tracks may cross …... or pass through other wet areas.
5.  Some creek ……… may have slippery stepping …… - proceed with caution.
6.  Some tracks may become ………. after rain due to them being ……..
7.  Some tracks have ….. and rough sections that require ……. negotiation.
8.  Do not …. any wildflowers or ……. that you see growing.
9.  Do not ……… with any birds, ….., animals or ……. that you may see.
10. Say hello to other ……. that you meet.

WORDS

bushland  stones  flooded
careful  interfere  insects
walkers  pick  leaves  rocks
creeks  steep  berries  trees

wander  crossings  nests  flowers
track  impassable  colours  branches

CORRECT SOLUTIONS

 1.   Enjoy your walk and the changing bushland surroundings.
 2.   Look beyond the track, upwards and downwards, left and right, as this can reveal surprises.
 3.  Do not wander off the visible track into the bush.
 4.  Some tracks may cross creeks or pass through other wet areas.
 5.  Some creek crossings may have slippery stepping stones - proceed with caution.
 6.  Some tracks may become impassable after rain due to them being flooded.
 7.  Some tracks have steep and rough sections that require careful negotiation.
 8.  Do not pick any wildflowers or berries that you see growing.
 9.  Do not interfere with any birds, nests, animals or insects that you may see.
 10. Say hello to other walkers that you meet.
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This basic bushland photography booklet has been written and prepared by © Lachlan 
Turner, using selected samples of original photography taken from his digital collection.

The majority of images represented in this booklet feature the bushland of bidjigal reserve which is bordered by 
the suburbs of Castle Hill, Baulkham Hills, Northmead, North Rocks, Carlingford and West Pennant Hills. Other 
images were taken at Fred Caterson Reserve, Castle Hill; Lane Cove National Park; Lake Paramatta; Hunts Creek, 
Carlingford; Muogamarra Nature Reserve, Cowan; and various localities in Annangrove and Kenthurst

notEs

Bushland Word juMBlE
Look at the pictures below. Each one has a number. under each picture the letters of the name 
of the picture are mixed up. in the list on the left is the same name but spelt correctly. identify 
the correct spelling for each name. print the number of the picture in the box next to the correct 
spelling of the name in the list on the left. There are more names in the list on the left than there 
are pictures. 

CKOTAOCO LEIROEKT

BCRAHENS REHDAED RECEK

WELAFTARL LOHWOL

BIRERSE KABSINA HATRAWA

TAWLET GILVERELA COHDIR

KARCT RAKB RKTNUS

RITEPEL CSNITE BINOROA

BUSHLAND WORD JUMBLE
Look at the pictures below.  Each one has a number.  Under each picture the letters of the name of the 
picture are mixed up.  In the list on the left is the same name but spelt correctly.  Identify the correct 
spelling for each name.  Print the number of the picture in the box next to the correct spelling of the 
name in the list on the left.  There are more names in the list on the left than there are pictures.
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spelling for each name.  Print the number of the picture in the box next to the correct spelling of the 
name in the list on the left.  There are more names in the list on the left than there are pictures.

 1

 2

 3

 4

 5

 6

 7

 8

 9

10

11

12

13

14

16

17

18

19

20

21

  COCKATOO

  LORIKEET!

  KOOKABURRA

  MAGPIE

  REDHEAD!

  ROSELLA

  CREEK

  WATERFALL

  BRIDGE

  HOLLOW

  BERRIES

  BRANCHES

  BANKSIA

  WARATAH!

  WATTLE

  GREVILLEA

  ORCHID

  TRACK

  TRUNKS

  BARK!

  LEAVES

  REPTILE

  SKINK

  INSECT

  BORONIA

BIDREG

KAUROBAROA
15

cKoTaoco

bcrahEns

WELaFTarL

birErsE

TaWLET

KarcT

riTEpEL

LEiroEKT

rEhdaEd

bidrEg

Kabsina

giLVErELa

raKb

csniTE

Kaurobaroa

rEcEK

LohWoL

haTraWa

cohdir

rKTnus

binoroa

CoCKAtoo

LorIKEEt

KooKAburrA

MAgPIE

rEdhEAd

roSELLA

CrEEK

WAtErFALL

brIdgE

hoLLoW

bErrIES

brAnChES

bAnKSIA

WArAtAh

WAttLE

grEvILLEA

orChId

trACK

trunKS

bArK

LEAvES

rEPtILE

SKInK

InSECt

boronIA
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